Becoming far too excited especially Gypsy and Semach. It was decided that for the time being Cherri and Seamus and get a reaction and the smell of him. Everyone else glanced up occasionally. Gypsy and Semach wanted to but did not know the parturition date. When the baby we would like to rescue.

To get pregnant as there are still many other chimpanzees gotten pregnant. On the whole we do not want the females time grooming each other it became clear that a couple of

Unfortunately because chimpanzees are gregarious Most of the female chimpanzees at Monkey World have

Singe-a-long with Seamus

By Jenny Keeling

Cherri was content to hold Seamus with his legs in the air 15 seconds. During his the baby up! It may seem

Cherri made a very large nicely shaped nest and sat in the liver oil and vitamin C. We can also use thick rope and heavy-duty dog toys. illegal trade in primates.

For her. On walks in the Palace grounds she would sive and started to bite the people who were caring give her. As time went on Honey became aggres-

Even though it had all the atmosphere of a performance, Honey (right) with her adopted sister Eveline

The stories below show that while they were not

The performing artists themselves. I believe the response started to sing a song (about Effin n’ eiffin of all things).

have his first suckle which lasted 15 seconds. As it turned out he

Some days liquefy food then the baby is not ready for it yet. Some days

Rolf’s latest recording.

It may seem

so that if you have to

It is good and ready.

Our negotiations with both the Turkish authorities and the Dutch laboratory are continuing in order to
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Our negotiations with both the Turkish authorities and the Dutch laboratory are continuing in order to

See page 2
and socialising together. Perhaps most to Sally’s attention. Over the following week we day three we let the new trio outside and each other for a couple of hours before it was hands on her. The three of them got to know the new arrival but Honey would not stand for it. Sally was desperate to hold and inspect the adopted baby Eveline. Without hesitation, ing Honey was introduced to Sally and her the four babies which were rescued from a lab- neighbours. Along side of her were Sally and Honey. Her first evening at the park was a rehabilitating chimpanzees back into natural given a family again. Outside of Africa there continued from page 1

At this point you must be wondering, what is of operant conditioning and help train some of great apes, Western Lowland apes in San Diego might have a place in the keeping staff in their daily care. The may sound simple, is very complex. It can be a better way of working with animals without having to use less humane methods of handling. In my experience and is a tribute to the eager students. Freddy and Pacito each learned over thirty different behaviours in a year.

The tale began in March when we received a call from Guy Harrison of the RSPCA, Somerset. An elderly gentleman who had been keeping a solitary Capuchin monkey in a garden shed had passed away and Monkey World was requested to rehome the sad monkey. As it turned out, Guy had been aware of Arthur for many years and had persistently asked the local council to confiscate him as the conditions where he was kept were inappropriate, cruel and his welfare was a source of great stress and anxiety. If Arthur had been a domestic pet, he would have become the legal owner. He would have been under strict house arrest and the animal and the animal would have been removed. However, Arthur was an unwilling participant.

The Tragic Tales of Arthur and Sinbad: How the British Government Let Them Down

The day was a source of great stress and anxiety. In order to keep Arthur’s condition from deteriorating, the team at Monkey World had moved Arthur into his present situation, a clean, spacious apartment.

On 8 May 1999 we had a surprise arrival in the form of a female chimpanzee called Olympia. Olympia had been rescued from a Greek circus. She had been kept in a non-social group, often without food and water, and had been neglected. Arthur & Sinbad now have access to water, in solitary confinement, in interviews with the UK’s Channel 4. Arthur & Sinbad now have access to water, in solitary confinement, in interviews with the UK’s Channel 4.

Arthur & Sinbad now have a good home together at Monkey World. Sadly there are many more abused primates in Britain today.

To Help Stop the Cruelty:

- Let us know if you know of any primates being kept in poor conditions. They need expert care and the companionship of their own kind.
- Please write to Mr Michael Meacher, Minister of the Environment, Ilford House, Brixton Road, London, SW6 1DU and let him know what you have learned.
- Talk to your neighbours about the plight of abused primates. They need to know about the cruelty that is being done.
- Write to your MP and ask them to support the Animal Welfare Act 1995.
- Write to the RSPCA and ask them to increase their efforts to stop the abuse.
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